
FHF Gear Finds a Home 
with Backbone

Because Backbone is a cloud-based system, entire departments can access crucial product 

detail and make updates throughout the system in a flash. Once the team at FHF Gear 

consolidated all their component records and onboarded with Backbone, “it was only a day 

or two, and I was ready to create the bill of material (BOMs) and tech packs and really utilize 

Backbone,” said Larson. “It was pretty seamless; it worked very well right off the bat.”

The Customer Success team at Backbone strives to launch a fast and comprehensive 

implementation strategy implementation strategy to get designers and developers into the system and make the 

transition as smooth as possible for first-time PLM users. There are video series and 

onboarding training guides that help walk entire teams through the system and show them 

how to create a product from beginning to end.

As Larson reflected on this process, he stated, “The onboarding time in-between meetings 

was enough to get your hands dirty but not too far apart where life swept you away. Once I got a 

better grasp after the video series, I dove in headfirst and created all the tech packs and BOMs.”

Larson went on Larson went on to add, “Questions were answered promptly and that impressed me … there’s 

nothing I’d do differently regarding our experience with Backbone.”

Even if your organization is new to PLM solutions, anyone can successfully adopt Backbone 

to fulfill design and production-related needs. Now that FHF Gear has adopted a PLM tool, 

designers are busy updating current products, and the team looks forward to sending 

proper tech packs to factories to “hold their feet to the fire” with a single source of truth.

Larson concluded, “Backbone has been above and beyond any experience I’ve had before.”

Ready to see what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo

FHF Gear is an American-made outdoor apparel brand specializing in
the hunting and fishing industry. The brand’s inventory highlights the 
durability of tactical gear and top-tier outdoor products with a design 
that is both minimalistic and modular.

FHF Gear is a smaller company that created tech packs the old-fashioned way — 

using Excel spreadsheets and PowerPoint. The brand decided to adopt Backbone as 

its first PLM its first PLM tool to replace these tedious, restrictive systems. FHF Gear found 

Backbone with the help of their parent company, First Lite, and saw the opportunity to 

integrate the two companies’ development strategy for improved collaboration.

Prior to Backbone, FHF Gear didn’t utilize any PLM tool. According to Phil Larson, the 

brand’s Product Developer, “We saw the value almost instantly. We didn’t have anything 

beforehand, so most of our info was scattered between emails or Excel docs. It was never 

compiled in one place altogether, so now being able to change the price of a component 

instantlinstantly, provides live and accurate updates to see where things are utilized.”
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